How Trump is Reshaping US Foreign Policy
Trump’s policies are shaping America’s relationship with the world in major ways
even if those policies don’t exhibit a consistent strategy, observes Paul
Pillar.
By Paul Pillar
The urge within the commentariat to describe every president’s
foreign policy in terms of some clearly defined doctrine is as
strong as ever, but Donald Trump presents would-be doctrine-definers
with perhaps their toughest challenge yet.
This observation is not by itself a criticism of Trump’s policies. Doctrine is
overrated. Given the complexities of America’s relationship with the world and
the multiplicity of U.S. interests involved, any set of policies that fits
neatly into a simply defined doctrine is apt to be too simple to uphold those
interests effectively. But Trump’s policies are shaping America’s relationship
with the world in major ways even if those policies don’t exhibit the sort of
consistent strategy worthy of the lofty term “doctrine”.
One recent attempt to define a Trump Doctrine was reported by Jeffrey Goldberg,
who quotes a “senior White House official with direct access to the president
and his thinking” as saying that there definitely is a Trump Doctrine, which is,
“We’re America, Bitch”. That remark has some validity in that it reflects an
attitude that many of Trump’s policies have exhibited. The remark is a crude
synonym for assertive nationalism, a label that clearly applies to much of what
Trump

has

said

and

done

and

which

analysts

of

an

earlier

administration applied in more genteel form to the likes of Richard Cheney.
But as a broad description of Trump’s overall approach to the world, the concept
falls short in not only precision but also direction. How can it be reconciled
with Trump’s campaign theme of getting out of the sorts of costly and bloody
foreign engagements that people like Cheney got the United States into?
Another recent effort at doctrinal labeling comes from Robert Kagan, who defines
Trump’s foreign policy as being a “rogue superpower,” an approach Kagan
describes as a “third option” that contrasts with both internationalism and
isolationism. This concept accurately captures much of what Trump’s policies
have been about, particularly a disdain for international rules and order and
even efforts to undermine or destroy the rules. Other parts of Kagan’s picture
and his applying of labels, however, are off the mark. His description of
Trump’s policies as “pure realism” should make true realists cringe.

Realism does not, as Kagan would have it, see international politics as nothing
but a “struggle of all-against-all” in which allies and alliances are blithely
blown off. The use of alliances, based on partially convergent interests, in
balance-of-power politics is at the core of classical realism. And although the
notion of all-against-all is found in much Trumpian rhetoric, it does not
reflect the administration’s policy in the Middle East, with its rigid tying of
the United States to Saudi Arabia and Israel.
Kagan also states, “The United States’ adversaries will do well in this world,
for Trump’s America does not want war.” If “Trump’s America” refers to major
trends in American public opinion that helped to put Trump into office, that
statement is true. But as with much else with the first year and a half of
Trump’s administration, there are disconnects between domestically-directed
rhetoric and outwardly-directed policy.
It is hard to square Kagan’s comment with Trump’s appointment of uber-hawk John
Bolton as national security advisor, or with the extent to which the
administration already has used military force in Syria and in the name of
counterterrorism elsewhere.
Traits, Not Doctrine
Conspicuous and consistent traits of Trump’s foreign policy do not involve the
sorts of objectives or principles that customarily merit the term “doctrine”.
The traits have major effects and the effects sometimes fall into discernible
patterns, but the effects are not objectives of a coherent strategy. The most
conspicuous trait of Trump’s policies has been to do the opposite of, and to try
to destroy, anything significant that his predecessor accomplished. This trait
is

at

the

center

of

much

of

what

Kagan’s

“rogue

superpower”

has

done—specifically, the rejection of important agreements on the environment,
trade, and weapons proliferation.
But anti-Obamaism is entirely negative; it says nothing about what kind of world
the United States is for and wants to build. Depending on the specific issues
involved, it can take Trump in different directions from just tearing down
multilateral agreements.
Self-promotion as a supposedly master deal-maker is another major characteristic
of Trump’s approach to foreign policy. It is another trait that does not make
for consistently applied foreign policy principles that could plausibly be
described as a doctrine. Any sense of order and consistency gets lost, as
individual deals are separately hyped or castigated depending on who reached
them. Hence Trump’s self-congratulation for nuclear diplomacy with North
Korea that already compares unfavorably with previous diplomacy with Iran that

Trump has vociferously condemned.
Hardly unique to Trump is the influence on policy of those who helped to elect
the president. Even setting aside the still-under-investigation Russia dimension
of

this

subject,

such

influence

in

Trump’s

case

has

been

readily

apparent—especially when comparing Trump’s earlier rhetoric with his later
positions on matters involving Israel and the Gulf Arabs.
Related to such campaign indebtedness is the priority that Trump continues to
give to playing to his domestic base and seeking applause lines at home. This
habit has had significant effects on U.S. foreign relations, but again the
effects have had little or nothing to do with any coherent vision of America’s
place in the world. The United States is embarking on a trade war with China and
Europe less because a trade war had a prominent place in someone’s foreign
policy doctrine than because of applause lines that get applause due in large
part to domestic economic dislocations tinged with xenophobia.
(A constant theme of Trump’s going back decades is that other countries have
been taking advantage of America.)
A current example of the same phenomenon is how the pressure the administration
has been feeling over its handling of child immigrants along the southern U.S.
border has further poisoned U.S. relations with European allies—which, in any
coherent foreign policy doctrine, ought to be two entirely unrelated subjects.
Part of Trump’s response to the pressure has been to expound ever more
forcefully about the supposed evils of immigration. This response has included
an outburst about Germany that not only was factually false regarding crime but
constituted an extraordinary effort to undermine the incumbent government of an
important U.S. ally in favor of some of the more extreme elements in that
government’s domestic opposition.
Finally, there is the possible influence on foreign policy of the private
financial interests of Trump and his family. This subject so far involves a
murky and incomplete picture with mostly anecdotal reporting and with many
questions still under investigation. But given that this U.S. presidency, more
than any other in recent decades, has unabashedly co-mingled public interests
with private ones, the subject cannot be ignored.
Resulting Patterns
The broader effects of all these aspects of Trump’s conduct of foreign policy do
not represent objectives that flow from any foreign policy doctrine. Indeed, for
the most part they are not even objectives. One such effect is a serious
weakening of the North Atlantic alliance. Another is a reversal of any progress

that the previous administration made (and it didn’t make much) in pivoting away
from deep U.S. immersion in the conflicts of the Middle East. This pattern is
illustrated by continued U.S. support for the highly destructive Saudi and
Emirati intervention in Yemen, which recently expanded with an assault on the
port of Hodeida.
The collective effect of the traits still leaves big uncertainties about some
important questions, with different traits tugging in different directions.
Prime among these is the future U.S. relationship with China—a clear vision of
which ought to be part of any foreign policy doctrine worthy of the name.
Trump’s initial steps regarding North Korea have been mostly to China’s liking
and imply the forging of a cooperative relationship. But the trade war obviously
points in the opposite direction.
One more generalization can be made about the overall effect that Trump’s
approach probably will have on America’s place in the world and that involves a
vocabulary often used in discussion of foreign policy doctrines. The United
States will be more isolated than before.
Other states, whether friend or foe, will be less willing to bargain with the
United States when it is governed by an administration that reneges on previous
agreements and that, other governments believe, bargains in bad faith. Such
mistrust impedes the reaching not only of the sort of multilateral agreements
that Trump rejects but also the sort of bilateral agreements that he says he
favors. To return to Kagan’s typology, Trump’s America is moving closer to
isolationism—in diplomacy, if not in the use of military force—not because
isolationism is part of any Trump Doctrine but because it is a byproduct of
Trump’s way of doing business.
This article originally appeared in The National Interest.
Paul R. Pillar, in his 28 years at the Central Intelligence Agency, rose to be
one of the agency’s top analysts. He is author most recently of Why America
Misunderstands the World.

How Russia-gate Met the Magnitsky Myth
Exclusive: A documentary debunking the Magnitsky myth, which was an opening
salvo in the New Cold War, was largely blocked from viewing in the West but has
now become a factor in Russia-gate, reports Robert Parry.

By Robert Parry
Near the center of the current furor over Donald Trump Jr.’s meeting with a
Russian lawyer in June 2016 is a documentary that almost no one in the West has
been allowed to see, a film that flips the script on the story of the late
Sergei Magnitsky and his employer, hedge-fund operator William Browder.
The Russian lawyer, Natalie Veselnitskaya, who met with Trump Jr. and other
advisers to Donald Trump Sr.’s campaign, represented a company that had run
afoul of a U.S. investigation into money-laundering allegedly connected to the
Magnitsky case and his death in a Russian prison in 2009. His death sparked a
campaign spearheaded by Browder, who used his wealth and clout to lobby the U.S.
Congress in 2012 to enact the Magnitsky Act to punish alleged human rights
abusers in Russia. The law became what might be called the first shot in the New
Cold War.
According to Browder’s narrative, companies ostensibly under his control had
been hijacked by corrupt Russian officials in furtherance of a $230 million taxfraud scheme; he then dispatched his “lawyer” Magnitsky to investigate and –
after supposedly uncovering evidence of the fraud – Magnitsky blew the whistle
only to be arrested by the same corrupt officials who then had him locked up in
prison where he died of heart failure from physical abuse.
Despite Russian denials – and the “dog ate my homework” quality of Browder’s
self-serving narrative – the dramatic tale became a cause celebre in the West.
The story eventually attracted the attention of Russian filmmaker Andrei
Nekrasov, a known critic of President Vladimir Putin. Nekrasov decided to
produce a docu-drama that would present Browder’s narrative to a wider public.
Nekrasov even said he hoped that he might recruit Browder as the narrator of the
tale.
However, the project took an unexpected turn when Nekrasov’s research kept
turning up contradictions to Browder’s storyline, which began to look more and
more like a corporate cover story. Nekrasov discovered that a woman working in
Browder’s company was the actual whistleblower and that Magnitsky – rather than
a crusading lawyer – was an accountant who was implicated in the scheme.
So, the planned docudrama suddenly was transformed into a documentary with a
dramatic reversal as Nekrasov struggles with what he knows will be a dangerous
decision to confront Browder with what appear to be deceptions. In the film, you
see Browder go from a friendly collaborator into an angry adversary who tries to
bully Nekrasov into backing down.
Blocked Premiere

Ultimately, Nekrasov completes his extraordinary film – entitled “The Magnitsky
Act: Behind the Scenes” – and it was set for a premiere at the European
Parliament in Brussels in April 2016. However, at the last moment – faced with
Browder’s legal threats – the parliamentarians pulled the plug. Nekrasov
encountered similar resistance in the United States, a situation that, in part,
brought Natalie Veselnitskaya into this controversy.
As a lawyer defending Prevezon, a real-estate company registered in Cyprus, on a
money-laundering charge, she was dealing with U.S. prosecutors in New York City
and, in that role, became an advocate for lifting the U.S. sanctions, The
Washington Post reported.
That was when she turned to promoter Rob Goldstone to set up a meeting at Trump
Tower with Donald Trump Jr. To secure the sit-down on June 9, 2016, Goldstone
dangled the prospect that Veselnitskaya had some derogatory financial
information from the Russian government about Russians supporting the Democratic
National Committee. Trump Jr. jumped at the possibility and brought senior Trump
campaign advisers, Paul Manafort and Jared Kushner, along.
By all accounts, Veselnitskaya had little or nothing to offer about the DNC and
turned the conversation instead to the Magnitsky Act and Putin’s retaliatory
measure to the sanctions, canceling a program in which American parents adopted
Russian children. One source told me that Veselnitskaya also wanted to enhance
her stature in Russia with the boast that she had taken a meeting at Trump Tower
with Trump’s son.
But another goal of Veselnitskaya’s U.S. trip was to participate in an effort to
give Americans a chance to see Nekrasov’s blacklisted documentary. She traveled
to Washington in the days after her Trump Tower meeting and attended a House
Foreign Affairs Committee hearing, according to The Washington Post.
There were hopes to show the documentary to members of Congress but the offer
was rebuffed. Instead a room was rented at the Newseum near Capitol Hill.
Browder’s lawyers. who had successfully intimidated the European Parliament,
also tried to strong arm the Newseum, but its officials responded that they were
only renting out a room and that they had allowed other controversial
presentations in the past.
Their stand wasn’t exactly a profile in courage. “We’re not going to allow them
not to show the film,” said Scott Williams, the chief operating officer of the
Newseum. “We often have people renting for events that other people would love
not to have happen.”
In an article about the controversy in June 2016, The New York Times added that

“A screening at the Newseum is especially controversial because it could attract
lawmakers or their aides.” Heaven forbid!
One-Time Showing
So, Nekrasov’s documentary got a one-time showing with Veselnitskaya reportedly
in attendance and with a follow-up discussion moderated by journalist Seymour
Hersh. However, except for that audience, the public of the United States and
Europe has been essentially shielded from the documentary’s discoveries, all the
better for the Magnitsky myth to retain its power as a seminal propaganda moment
of the New Cold War.
After the Newseum presentation, a Washington Post editorial branded Nekrasov’s
documentary Russian “agit-prop” and sought to discredit Nekrasov without
addressing his many documented examples of Browder’s misrepresenting both big
and small facts in the case. Instead, the Post accused Nekrasov of using “facts
highly selectively” and insinuated that he was merely a pawn in the Kremlin’s
“campaign to discredit Mr. Browder and the Magnitsky Act.”
The Post also misrepresented the structure of the film by noting that it mixed
fictional scenes with real-life interviews and action, a point that was
technically true but willfully misleading because the fictional scenes were from
Nekrasov’s original idea for a docu-drama that he shows as part of explaining
his evolution from a believer in Browder’s self-exculpatory story to a skeptic.
But the Post’s deception is something that almost no American would realize
because almost no one got to see the film.
The Post concluded smugly: “The film won’t grab a wide audience, but it offers
yet another example of the Kremlin’s increasingly sophisticated efforts to
spread its illiberal values and mind-set abroad. In the European Parliament and
on French and German television networks, showings were put off recently after
questions were raised about the accuracy of the film, including by Magnitsky’s
family.
“We don’t worry that Mr. Nekrasov’s film was screened here, in an open society.
But it is important that such slick spin be fully exposed for its twisted story
and sly deceptions.”
The Post’s gleeful editorial had the feel of something you might read in a
totalitarian society where the public only hears about dissent when the Official
Organs of the State denounce some almost unknown person for saying something
that almost no one heard.
New Paradigm

The Post’s satisfaction that Nekrasov’s documentary would not draw a large
audience represents what is becoming a new paradigm in U.S. mainstream
journalism, the idea that it is the media’s duty to protect the American people
from seeing divergent narratives on sensitive geopolitical issues.
Over the past year, we have seen a growing hysteria about “Russian propaganda”
and “fake news” with The New York Times and other major news outlets eagerly
awaiting algorithms that can be unleashed on the Internet to eradicate
information that groups like Google’s First Draft Coalition deem “false.”
First Draft consists of the Times, the Post, other mainstream outlets, and
establishment-approved online news sites, such as Bellingcat with links to the
pro-NATO think tank, Atlantic Council. First Draft’s job will be to serve as a
kind of Ministry of Truth and thus shield the public from information that is
deemed propaganda or untrue.
In the meantime, there is the ad hoc approach that was applied to Nekrasov’s
documentary. Having missed the Newseum showing, I was only able to view the film
because I was given a special password to an online version.
From searches that I did on Wednesday, Nekrasov’s film was not available on
Amazon although a pro-Magnitsky documentary was. I did find a streaming service
that appeared to have the film available.
But the Post’s editors were right in their expectation that “The film won’t grab
a wide audience.” Instead, it has become a good example of how political and
legal pressure can effectively black out what we used to call “the other side of
the story.” The film now, however, has unexpectedly become a factor in the
larger drama of Russia-gate and the drive to remove Donald Trump Sr. from the
White House.
Investigative reporter Robert Parry broke many of the Iran-Contra stories for
The Associated Press and Newsweek in the 1980s. You can buy his latest book,
America’s Stolen Narrative, either in print here or as an e-book (from Amazon
and barnesandnoble.com).

Forgetting the ‘Dirty Dossier’ on Trump
Exclusive: The new Russia-gate furor is over Donald Trump Jr. meeting a Russian
who claimed to have dirt on Hillary Clinton, but the Clinton team’s Russian
cash-for-trash search against Trump Sr. is all but forgotten, writes Robert
Parry.

By Robert Parry
Yes, I realize that the editors of The New York Times long ago cast aside any
journalistic professionalism to become charter members of the #Resistance
against Donald Trump. But the latest frenzy over a meeting between Donald Trump
Jr. and a Russian lawyer who was dangling the possibility of information about
the Democrats receiving money from Russians represents one of the more
remarkable moments of the entire Russia-gate hysteria.
Essentially, Trump’s oldest son is being accused of taking a meeting with a
foreign national who claimed to have knowledge of potentially illegal activities
by Trump’s Democratic rivals, although the promised information apparently
turned out to be a dud.
Yet, on Monday, the Times led its newspaper with a story about this meeting –
and commentators on MSNBC and elsewhere are labeling Trump Jr. a criminal if not
a traitor for hearing out this lawyer.
Yet, no one seems to remember that Hillary Clinton supporters paid large sums of
money, reportedly about $1 million, to have ex-British spy Christopher Steele
use his Russian connections to dig up dirt on Trump inside Russia, resulting in
a salacious dossier that Clinton backers eagerly hawked to the news media.
Also, the two events – Trump Jr.’s meeting with the Russian lawyer and the
Clinton camp’s commissioning of Steele’s Russia dossier – both occurred in June
2016, so you might have thought it would be a journalistic imperative to
incorporate a reference or two to the dossier.
But the closest the Times came to that was noting: “Political campaigns collect
opposition research from many quarters but rarely from sources linked to foreign
governments.” That would have been an opportune point to slide in a paragraph
about the Steele dossier, but nothing.
The Times doesn’t seem to have much historical memory either. There actually
have been a number of cases in which American presidential campaigns have
ventured overseas to seek out “opposition research” about rivals.
For instance, in 1992, President George H.W. Bush took a personal role in trying
to obtain derogatory information about Bill Clinton’s 1970 student trip to
Eastern Europe, including to Moscow.
That effort started out by having senior State Department officials rifle
through the passport files of Clinton and his mother, looking for a purported
letter in which some Republican operatives thought Clinton might have renounced
his U.S. citizenship.

Bush and his team were called out on that caper, which became known as
“Passport-gate.” During the Oct. 11, 1992 debate, Clinton even compared Bush’s
tactics to Joe McCarthy’s during the 1950s Red Scare. But the Bush campaign
didn’t let the issue entirely go.
Czech-ing on Bill
In the days after the debate, phone records revealed a flurry of calls from
Bush’s campaign headquarters to Czechoslovakia, another stop on Clinton’s
student tour. There were also fax transmissions on Oct. 14 and 15, 1992,
according to a later official investigation.
On Oct. 16, what appears to have been a return call was placed from the U.S.
Embassy in Prague to the office of ad man Sig Rogich, who was handling antiClinton themes for the Bush campaign.
Following those exchanges, stories about Clinton’s Prague trip began popping up
in Czech newspapers. On Oct. 24, 1992, three Czech newspapers ran similar
stories about Clinton’s Czech hosts. The Cesky Denik story had an especially
nasty headline: “Bill Was With Communists.”
The Czech articles soon blew back to the United States. Reuters distributed a
summary, and The Washington Times, over three consecutive days, ran articles
about Clinton’s Czech trip. The Clinton campaign responded that Clinton had
entered Czechoslovakia under normal procedures for a student and stayed with the
family of an Oxford friend.
Despite those last-minute efforts to revive Clinton’s loyalty issue, the
Democrat held on to defeat Bush in a three-way race (with Ross Perot).
You also could go back to Republican contacts with South Vietnamese officials to
sabotage President Lyndon Johnson’s Vietnam peace talks in 1968 and similar
meetings with Iranian emissaries to frustrate President Jimmy Carter’s Iran
hostage negotiations in 1980, including a curious meeting involving senior
Ronald Reagan campaign aides at the L’Enfant Plaza Hotel in Washington, D.C.
But the Steele dossier is a more immediate and direct example of close Hillary
Clinton supporters going outside the United States for dirt on Trump and
collaborating with foreign nationals to dig it up – allegedly from Kremlin
insiders. Although it is still not clear exactly who footed the bill for the
Steele dossier and how much money was spread around to the Russian contacts, it
is clear that Clinton supporters paid for the opposition research and then
flacked the material to American journalists.
The Mystery Dossier

As I wrote on March 29, “An irony of the escalating hysteria about the Trump
camp’s contacts with Russians is that one presidential campaign in 2016 did
exploit political dirt that supposedly came from the Kremlin and other Russian
sources. Friends of that political campaign paid for this anonymous hearsay
material, shared it with American journalists and urged them to publish it to
gain an electoral advantage. But this campaign was not Donald Trump’s; it was
Hillary Clinton’s.
“And, awareness of this activity doesn’t require you to spin conspiracy theories
about what may or may not have been said during some seemingly innocuous
conversation. In this case, you have open admissions about how these
Russian/Kremlin claims were used.
“Indeed, you have the words of Rep. Adam Schiff, the ranking Democratic member
of the House Intelligence Committee, in his opening statement at [a] public
hearing on so-called ‘Russia-gate.’ Schiff’s seamless 15-minute narrative of the
Trump campaign’s alleged collaboration with Russia followed the script prepared
by former British intelligence officer Christopher Steele who was hired as an
opposition researcher last June [2016] to dig up derogatory information on
Donald Trump.
“Steele, who had worked for Britain’s MI-6 in Russia, said he tapped into excolleagues and unnamed sources inside Russia, including leadership figures in
the Kremlin, to piece together a series of sensational reports that became the
basis of the current congressional and FBI investigations into Trump’s alleged
ties to Moscow.
“Since he was not able to go to Russia himself, Steele based his reports mostly
on multiple hearsay from anonymous Russians who claim to have heard some
information from their government contacts before passing it on to Steele’s
associates who then gave it to Steele who compiled this mix of rumors and
alleged inside dope into ‘raw’ intelligence reports.
“Besides the anonymous sourcing and the sources’ financial incentives to dig up
dirt, Steele’s reports had numerous other problems, including the inability of a
variety of investigators to confirm key elements, such as the salacious claim
that several years ago Russian intelligence operatives secretly videotaped Trump
having prostitutes urinate on him while he lay in the same bed in Moscow’s RitzCarlton used by President Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama.
“That tantalizing tidbit was included in Steele’s opening report to his new
clients, dated June 20, 2016. Apparently, it proved irresistible in whetting the
appetite of Clinton’s mysterious benefactors who were financing Steele’s dirt
digging and who have kept their identities (and the amounts paid) hidden. Also

in that first report were the basic outlines of what has become the scandal that
is now threatening the survival of Trump’s embattled presidency.”
The Trump Jr. Meeting
So, compare that with what we know about the June 9, 2016 meeting at Trump Tower
in New York City, which Donald J. Trump Jr. says he agreed to because someone
was claiming knowledge about Russian payments helping Hillary Clinton.
Trump Jr. said Russian lawyer Natalie Veselnitskaya “stated that she had
information that individuals connected to Russia were funding the Democratic
National Committee and supporting Mrs. Clinton. Her statements were vague,
ambiguous and made no sense. No details or supporting information was provided
or even offered. It quickly became clear that she had no meaningful
information.”
According to Trump Jr.’s account, Veselnitskaya then turned the conversation to
President Vladimir Putin’s cancellation of an adoption program which had sent
Russian children to American parents, a move he took in reaction to the socalled Magnitsky Act, a 2012 punitive law passed by the U.S. Congress in
retaliation for the 2009 death of Sergei Magnitsky in a Russian jail.
The death became a Western cause célèbre with Magnitsky, the accountant for
hedge-fund executive William Browder, hailed as a martyr in the cause of
whistleblowing against a profoundly corrupt Russian government. After
Magnitsky’s death from a heart attack, Browder claimed that his “lawyer”
Magnitsky had been tortured and murdered to cover up official complicity in a
$230 million tax-fraud scheme involving companies ostensibly under Browder’s
control.
Because of Browder’s wealth and political influence, he succeeded in getting the
European Parliament and the U.S. Congress to buy into his narrative and move
to punish the presumed villains in the tax fraud and in Magnitsky’s death. The
U.S.-enacted Magnitsky Act in 2012 was an opening salvo in what has become a new
Cold War between Washington and Moscow.
Only One Side Heard
The Magnitsky narrative has now become so engrained in Western geopolitical
mythology that the storyline apparently can no longer be questioned or
challenged. The New York Times reports Browder’s narrative as flat fact, and The
Washington Post took pleasure in denouncing a 2016 documentary that turned
Browder’s version of events on its head.
The documentary, entitled “The Magnitsky Act. Behind the Scenes,” was

essentially blocked for distribution in the West, with the European Parliament
pulling the plug on its planned premiere in Brussels shortly before it was
scheduled for showing.
When the documentary got a single showing at the Newseum in Washington, a
Washington Post editorial branded the documentary Russian “agit-prop.”
The Post sought to discredit the filmmaker, Andrei Nekrasov, without addressing
his avalanche of documented examples of Browder’s misrepresenting both big and
small facts in the case. Instead, the Post accused Nekrasov of using “facts
highly selectively” and insinuated that he was merely a pawn in the Kremlin’s
“campaign to discredit Mr. Browder and the Magnitsky Act.”
The Post concluded smugly: “The film won’t grab a wide audience, but it offers
yet another example of the Kremlin’s increasingly sophisticated efforts to
spread its illiberal values and mind-set abroad. In the European Parliament and
on French and German television networks, showings were put off recently after
questions were raised about the accuracy of the film, including by Magnitsky’s
family.
“We don’t worry that Mr. Nekrasov’s film was screened here, in an open society.
But it is important that such slick spin be fully exposed for its twisted story
and sly deceptions.”
Given the fact that virtually no one in the West was allowed to see the film,
the Post’s gleeful editorial had the feel of something you might read in a
totalitarian society where the public only hears about dissent when the Official
Organs of the State denounce some almost unknown person for saying something
that almost no one heard.
What the Post didn’t want you to know was that Nekrasov started off his project
with the goal of producing a docu-drama that accepted Browder’s self-serving
narrative. However, during the research, Nekrasov uncovered evidence that
revealed that Magnitsky was neither a “lawyer” nor a whistleblower; that the
scam involving Browder’s companies had been exposed by a woman employee; and
that Magnitsky, an accountant for Browder, was arrested as a conspirator in the
fraud.
As the documentary unfolds, you see Nekrasov struggling with his dilemma as
Browder grows increasingly abusive toward his erstwhile ally. Nekrasov painfully
concludes that Browder had deceived him.
But, don’t worry, as a citizen in the Free World, you probably will never have
to worry about viewing this documentary, since it has been effectively flushed
down the memory hole. Official references to Magnitsky are back in the proper

form, treating him as a Martyr for Truth and a victim of the Evil Russians.
Plus, if you rely on The New York Times, The Washington Post, MSNBC, CNN and the
rest of the U.S. mainstream media for your news, you won’t have to think about
the far more substantive case of the Steele Dossier in which Hillary Clinton’s
allies spent gobs of money seeking out sources in Russia to serve up dirt on
Donald Trump.
Investigative reporter Robert Parry broke many of the Iran-Contra stories for
The Associated Press and Newsweek in the 1980s. You can buy his latest book,
America’s Stolen Narrative, either in print here or as an e-book (from Amazon
and barnesandnoble.com).

